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1 Introduction

Multiword expressions in running text pose chal-
lenges in NLP (Constat and Nivre, 2016; Savary
et al., 2017), as well as in lexicographic resources
(Koeva et al., 2016) and theoretical syntactic and
semantic research. In this poster, we will present
the treatment of reflexive verbs, verbal idioms, and
light verb constructions in Croatian general lan-
guage online dictionaries (Croatian Language Por-
tal; Croatian Web Dictionary - Mrežnik) and online
valency lexicons (CROVALLEX; e-Glava), with a
focus on proposing solutions for the description of
verbal multiword expressions in the verb valency
database Verbion.

2 Description of reflexive verbs and
verbal idioms

Regarding reflexive verbs, if they are inherently re-
flexive, in all analysed resources, they are listed as
lemmas (nadati se ‘hope’), while verbs with transi-
tive and reflexive variants have different treatments.
In Mrežnik (Hudeček and Mihaljević, 2020), the
clitic se is written in brackets next to a verb as
lemma (e.g., brijati (se) ‘shave (oneself)’) or as
sublemma (see lupati se ‘hit oneself’). In HJP,
the reflexive variant is one of the verb senses,
as well as in e-Glava (Birtić et al., 2017). In
CROVALLEX (Preradović, 2020), they are lemma
(buditi se ‘wake up’) or it is not emphasized that
a verb is reflexive (see tuširati se ‘take a shower’).
In our database, the reflexive variant will be listed
as a sublemma. In general language dictionaries,
verbal idioms are a separate category within lex-
icographic entry. It has to be emphasized that in
Mrežnik, an explanation of the verbal idiom and an
example from the corpora are provided. Regarding
valency lexicons, in CROVALLEX, verbal idioms
are a separate verb meaning, marked as an idiom,
while in e-Glava, the verbal idiom, its explanation
and an example from the corpora are a separate cat-
egory related to the verb lemma. In our database,
the solution from e-Glava will be adopted (a).

a) dobiti svoje
‘to get one’s = to get what one deserves; to
face the music’
biti kažnjen, proći loše vlastitom krivicom
‘to suffer the consequences’

(1) Još
yet

će
will.3sg

dobiti
get.inf

svoje
one’s.acc.sg

kad
when

dozna
findout.prs.3sg

Milan.
Milan.nom.sg

‘One will get one’s due when Milan finds
out.’

3 Light verb constructions

Dealing with light verb construction is more
complex. In certain constructions, it is sometimes
difficult to determine whether it is a semanti-
cally full (main) verb, semantically empty or
semantically bleached. There is also a question of
semantic roles assignment; whether the semantic
role is assigned by the verb, the noun, or by
both (Grimshaw and Mester, 1988; Butt, 2010;
Wittenberg, 2014). Determining the predicative
noun in LVC also varies, as some approaches
define it as a direct object or as a part of the
predicate. Regarding general language online
dictionaries, LVCs are listed as a separate sense
of the verbs only in Mrežnik. That sense includes
a generic definition: ‘VERB appears as a light
verb with nouns and can often be replaced by a
full verb related to the corresponding noun’, along
with single-word synonym verbs and examples
from the corpora. In our database, the three-level
description from e-Glava (Birtić et al., 2017) is
largely retained. The first level contains verb
lemmas, semantic classes, a morphological block
containing inflectional forms, along with the
category of verbal idioms with their explanations
and examples from the corpora. The second level
encompasses verb senses with corresponding defi-
nitions. The third level consists of morphological,
syntactic, and semantic descriptions of dependents,
as shown in Table 1 - Table 3. For each participant
of an event, semantic role, syntactic phrase, its
morphological realization, and lexical units from
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the example are provided, as well as the most
frequent lexemes from the Croatian web corpus
– hrWaC (Ljubešić and Klubička, 2014). The
examples are annotated using UDPipe (Straka
et al., 2016). In (b), the processing of the seman-
tically full verb napraviti ‘make’ is presented,
while (c) and (d) display the light verb. The light
verb is listed as a separate meaning, following
conclusions that light verbs have meaning, not
only function (Butt, 2010; Jackendoff, 2007),
and it is accompanied by a predicative noun that
gives it full meaning. In (c), the description of
the light verb construction napraviti (po)grešku
(‘make a mistake’) is shown. The only lexeme
that may be lexicalized in the object position is
(po)greška ‘mistake’. A more complex example is
(d) since the verb selects a larger class of nouns,
such as analiza ‘analysis’, procjena ‘evaluation’,
provjera ‘check’ and istraživanje ‘research’. It is
decided to write it as shown in Table 3 because
these VMWEs represent closely related meanings.
The question is if the nouns pogreška (‘mistake’),
analiza ‘analysis’, procjena ‘evaluation’, etc. bear
a semantic role. The answer could be that the
direct object NPs in LVCs do not bear a semantic
role since the light verb cannot assign it, but due
to the argument transfer, the direct object NPs
transfer their argument structure to the argument
structure of the light verb and as a result, the
semantic role of the Theme is assigned to the
indirect object in the genitive case (Grimshaw and
Mester, 1988; Karimi-Doostan, 2005). Another
answer could be that due to the argument sharing,
both the light verb and the noun assign semantic
roles (Culicover and Jackendoff, 2005; Jackendoff,
2007; Butt, 2010). At the moment, we decided
to follow the latest conclusion and define the
semantic role of the direct object as 0 and Theme
in Table 2 and Table 3.

b) napraviti
‘make’
stvoriti što, dati čemu oblik
‘create something, give shape to something’

(2) Teta,
aunt.voc.sg

[ti]
you.nom.sg

napravi
make.imp

nam
we.dat.pl

veliku
big.acc.sg

kuću.
house.acc.ag

‘Aunt, make us a big house.’
See Table 1.

(c) napraviti grešku/pogrešku
‘make a mistake’
postupiti netočno ili neispravno u kakvu postupku;
pogriješiti
‘to proceed inaccurately or incorrectly in a
procedure; make a mistake’

(3) Osim
besides

toga
that.gen.sg

napravili
make.pst.pl

smo
AUX

jednu
one.acc.sg

ogromnu
huge.acc.sg

grešku.
mistake.acc.sg

‘Besides that, we made a huge mistake.’
See Table 2.

(d) napraviti analizu / procjenu / provjeru /
istraživanje
‘conduct an analysis/evaluation/check/research’
proučiti što kako bi se utvrdilo kakvo stanje;
analizirati; procijeniti; provjeriti; istražiti
‘examine something to determine its current
condition; analyse; evaluate; check; research’

(4) Banke
bank.nom.pl

moraju
must.prs.3pl

napraviti
conduct.inf

odgovarajuću
proper.acc.sg

analizu
analysis.acc.sg

rizika
risk.acc.sg

projekta.
project.gen.sg
‘Banks must conduct a proper risk analysis
of the project.’
See Table 3.

Since this is a work in progress, and we are at the
very beginning of the project, our goal is to gather
feedback on solutions in our database to improve
it and possibly align it more with other resources.
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d1 d2 d3
Semantic role Agent Theme Benefactive
Syntactic phrase NP NP NP
Morphological realization nom acc dat
Lexemes teta ‘aunt’ kuću ‘house’ nam ‘us’

Table 1: Description of the verb napraviti ‘make’

d1 d2
Semantic role Agent 0/Theme
Syntactic phrase NP NP
Morphological realization nom acc
Lexemes ja ‘I’ grešku ‘mistake’

pogrešku ‘mistake’

Table 2: Description of the LVC napraviti (po)grešku ‘make a mistake’

d1 d2 d3
Semantic role Agent 0/Theme Theme
Syntactic phrase NP NP NP
Morphological realization nom acc gen
Lexemes banke ‘banks’ analizu ‘analysis’ učinaka ‘performance’

procjenu ‘evaluation’ stanja ‘condition’
provjeru ‘check’ uzorka ‘sample’
istraživanje ‘research’ tla ‘soil’

tržišta ‘market’
rizika ‘risk’
poslovanja ‘business’
troškova ‘costs’

Table 3: Description of the LVC napraviti analizu/procjenu/provjeru/istraživanje ‘conduct an analy-
sis/evaluation/check/research’


